FORM OF RECEIPT
[ RULES 3 (4) ]

1. (a) Name of the ship : M.T.
   (b) Tonnage (G. R. T.) :
   (c) Quantity of oil as a cargo in metric Tonnes. :

2. Port at which Oil Pollution Cess has been paid : MUMBAI

3. Port at which ship had discharged or loaded oil as cargo : MUMBAI

4. Amount paid : (In words) : Rupees :
   (In figures) : Rs. :

5. Date on which amount become payable :

6. Date on which amount was actually paid :

7. Name and address of the person making payment on behalf of the master, owner or agent of the ship :

DATE : For DEPUTY CONSERVATOR
MUMBAI PORT TRUST
Officer authorised under sub-rule (2) of rule 3.